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Platinum Graphite (ABT) / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

While a spirit of challenge and enthusiasm have their own merits,

their impact grows exponentially when condensed, refined, and tempered.

After endless exploration and ideation about what the future of cars could be like,

Sorento emerges at its best, breaking the boundaries of SUVs and vehicles of its class.

Get ready to crush your preconceptions and indulge in a new lifestyle.

L O O K  A H E A D

Creating a new design is like giving life to a new creature.

Sorento's cool, dynamic, and forceful lines

harness raw, untamed energy

in a form that is bold yet polished in appearance.

Called "refined intensity," it is the first step to revealing

Sorento's new lifestyle proposition.
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Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

45.0 (1,750 ~ 2,750rpm)

Max. torque

kgf.m194 (3,800rpm)

Max. power

ps

43.0 (1,700 ~ 4,000rpm)

Max. torque

kgf.m281 (5,800rpm)

Max. power

ps

Snow White Pearl (SWP)

Runway Red (CR5)

Platinum Graphite (ABT)

35.7 (Gasoline engine : 27.0kgf.m + Electric motor : 264Nm)

System Max. torque

kgf.m

230 (Gasoline engine : 180ps + Electric motor : 44.2kW)

System Max. power

ps
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Diesel _ Mineral Blue (M4B) / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.
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Saddle Brown interior (6-seater) / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

BORDERLESS SPACE

From the driver's seat to the 3rd-row space, Sorento's wide interior outperforms its class 

to provide a memorable and comfortable experience to all.
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Sorento's uniquely spacious interior space is the result of a 

new platform that was created to provide a level of comfort

that could only be found in full-size SUVs. 

Comfortable independent seats and diverse convenience 

features were designed with utmost care in mind allowing 

users to appreciate the genuine value of space utilization.

Space

A new platform was developed to optimize the interior layout and create a wide 

space that outperforms its vehicle class. Specifically, the overall length was extended 

by 10 mm and the wheelbase was expanded up to 35 mm to provide the largest 

rear seat passenger space in its class. In addition, the light yet strong 

next-generation platform that has been applied to the company's SUV line for the 

first time improves safety and fuel efficiency.

Walk-in buttons installed on the top and bottom of 2nd row seats automatically

fold the backrests to facilitate access to and from the 3rd row seats.     

※ 6- and 7-seater models only.

An electronic folding switch on the right side of the luggage compartment 

automatically folds 2nd row seats to facilitate loading and transportation of 

over-sized cargo.

The height of the tailgate opening can be adjusted to according to users' height 

and usage requirements.2nd row independent seats

First in its class among domestic brands to offer 2nd row independent seats in a 6-seater model,

Sorento features a more luxurious interior space and offers a more cozy and comfortable ride.

✽Virtual images have been used to help viewers' understanding. / Specifications may vary according to the trim, engine and options that are selected.

New platform (N3)✽
Smart one-touch walk-in✽

Smart one-touch folding✽ Customizable Smart power tailgate system✽

Saddle Brown interior (6-seater)
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P L AY  A H E A D
I travel through unfamiliar roads to reach places that I've only seen in photographs.

I go with people who share my passion, but sometimes, I take off on a mission on my own.

Either way, 6 p.m. is the time when my Sorento's engine restarts and play time begins.

The stage, background, and characters may change,

but I am always in the center.

Every day, I take on big and small challenges

and let my voice be heard.

I dream about crazy adventures

and proclaim that I will live life as it should be

with great confidence about being myself.

Diesel _ Snow White Pearl (SWP) / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.
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Saddle Brown interior (6-seater) / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

BORDERLESS INTERACTIVE

From a large screen display to a dial-type electronic transmission and crystalline mood lighting, 

sophisticated design and intuitive technologies set new standards that enhance users' convenience.
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Unlock the car using your smartphone or pay for gas 

without pulling out your wallet. Let yourself be guided to 

your destination even after stepping out from your vehicle 

and check parking conditions from a distance.

With connectivity technology, you and Sorento have no limits.

Connectivity

Check your vehicle status and look at the surroundings of your vehicle remotely 

through your smartphone using the Kia Connect application.

Show the current location of your vehicle on other people's navigation screen or 

smartphone application. Send it out in a text message to facilitate group travel.

※ Available to Kia Connect subscribers with vehicles that have a Kia Connect

    navigation systemMake payments conveniently to affiliated merchants, such as parking lots and gas stations, using Kia's simple payment system on the navigation screen. 

Charges will be posted to your credit card associated with your Kia CarPay account.

※ New merchants are being continuously added. A real-time, updated list can be accessed through the Kia CarPay app or the navigation system.

360 degrees remote view (surround view)

Destination sharing & Group driving support

A built-in video recording device can record videos through the front and rear 

cameras while driving. Videos can be seen through the navigation screen or 

transmitted to a smartphone.

Built-in camera (Drive Video Record System)

Kia CarPay

T-GDI _ Platinum graphite (ABT)

Unlock the doors of your vehicle and start the engine using an NFC card in your 

smartphone when you don't have the smart key (the smartphone app can be 

used as a smart key using the Bluetooth function while standing within 10 m from 

the vehicle). 

※ Check the website for smartphone models that are supported.

Specifications may vary according to the trim, engine and options that are selected.

Kia Digital Key
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Sophisticated lighting can be used to create a special mood 

while exquisite stitching conveys a sense of quality.

An elegant cluster and a wide navigation screen is 

complemented by user-friendly details to conceive a space 

that is as enjoyable as driving.

Convenience

Diverse animated effects are displayed on the full-size color TFT LCD screen 

whenever the drive mode is switched to enhance the pleasure of driving. 

Visibility of driving information was optimized to create a safer driving environment.

A 10.25” wide display enables the driver to see navigation maps and diverse 

vehicle information at once, while providing access to Kia Connect's advanced, 

connected car services, such as remote control, safety & security, and vehicle 

diagnostic services. Widgets and a split screen enhance the ease of operation.  

※ Complimentary 5-year basic service and additional 5-year light service (SOS emergency

    dispatch, automatic notification of airbag deployment, monthly reports, traffic information)Mood lamps display 3-dimensional patterns in diverse colors on a luxurious insert film.

Specifications may vary according to the trim, engine and options that are selected.

12.3" full-size color TFT LCD cluster

10.25" navigation

Built-in cup holders on 2nd row door armrests give rear seat passengers greater 

storage convenience. Powered USB ports on the back of front row seats improve 

comfort while using electronic devices.

Door armrest cup holder & seatback USB port

Crystalline mood lighting & Quilted Nappa leather seats

High-tech feature allows convenient, cable-less charging of smartphones with 

wireless charging capabilities through the simple placement of devices on a 

charging pad.    

※ A separate charging pad or phone case may be required depending on the phone model.

    System may not be compatible with models that do not support the use of adaptors.

Wireless smartphone charging system

Saddle Brown interior
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G O  A H E A D
Each of us has a different personality and identity that makes us special,

but when we are together is when we all become a happy bunch.

Once again today, we are ready to embark in an adventure that will enrich our lives,

knowing that life is about meaningful experiences and not about material wealth.

6 p.m. — that's the time when my family and I set out 

to live the most spectacular stories of our lives.
What's most important is the people that I share

experiences with, not the time or place.

I let my children's pointing fingers guide me

and rest in places where my love's gaze lingers,

pursuing adventures to my heart's contentment

and cherishing the bond that grows each time

we create our special stories together.

Mineral Blue (M4B) / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.Diesel _ Snow White Pearl (SWP) / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.
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Diesel _ Essence Brown (BE2) / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.
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The freedom to go wherever you want without any hesitation starts with your confidence to be able to respond to all types of 

changes. Sorento offers your family a freedom that knows no limits or boundaries with state-of-the-art safety technology and 

performance to tackle a host of unexpected circumstances. Take charge over your daily challenges with greater dynamism.

BORDERLESS PERFORMANCE

Hybrid _ Snow White Pearl (SWP) / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

The electric motor generates supplementary braking/driving torque to improve steering response and turning stability while turning.

E-Handling
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Cutting-edge airbags and a sturdy body reinforce the 

vehicle's cabin to ensure passenger safety.

Dynamic power that can be controlled with one's fingertips 

and advanced systems that preempt even the smallest 

danger let you experience state-of-the-art driving.
An automatic braking function is activated after the deployment of airbags to prevent 

secondary accidents following a frontal or lateral collision.

An alarm will sound if a passenger tries to open a door after the vehicle has come to 

a full stop and the system detects a vehicle approaching from the back in an adjacent 

lane. Moreover, it will keep the electronic child lock engaged and flash a pop-up 

warning on the cluster if the child lock is disengaged and an object is approaching 

from the back, preventing accidents that may occur by opening a rear door.

※ Electronic child lock is only available for rear seats. Operation is subject to the  

    speed and circumstances of the vehicle.
Front seat advanced airbags control the power of deployment (low/high pressure) according to the force of collision. Passenger seat airbag deploys only when an 

occupant is detected. An 8-airbag system, including a driver's knee airbag, front row side airbags, curtain airbags, and a front row center airbag, reinforces safety.

Multi-Collision Brakes (MCB)✽

Safe Exit Assist (SEA)✽

Snow, mud, or sand mode can be selected according to the road surface to 

optimize driving control and stability   ※ 4WD only

8 Airbags✽

A fine, dial-type electronic transmission renders a cutting-edge driving experience. 

In addition, the Smartstream Wet 8DCT ensures outstanding smoothness, 

responsiveness, and directness of transmission, enhancing the dynamic sensation 

of the drive.

Shift by Wire (SBW) & Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Safety &
Performance

Terrain mode

✽Virtual images have been used to help viewers' understanding. / Specifications may vary according to the trim, engine and options that are selected.

Saddle Brown interior (6-seater)
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Whether cruising on the highway, backing into a parking 

space, or parking the car from the outside using the smart key,

you are already benefiting from Sorento's advanced driver 

assistance system. Rear cross-traffic collision warning and reverse parking distance warning help to 

prevent collisions against cars that approach from the left or the right or obstacles 

that are in the back of the vehicle while pulling out in reverse. Both features activate 

the brakes automatically if the risk of collision increases after sounding an alarm.

※ The image below corresponds the rear cross-traffic collision warning.

※ Operation may be limited depending on the speed and circumstances of the 

vehicle. The image below corresponds the rear cross-traffic collision warning.

Cameras attached to the bottom of outside mirrors display an image of the turning 

sideon the cluster's screen when a turn signal is activated, revealing blind spots 

that could otherwise not be seen through outside mirrors to create a safer driving 

environment.

Park your car remotely while standing outside. Conveniently back-in or pull-out from a narrow parking space remotely, using the smart key.

Brakes apply automatically if a risk of collision is detected, helping to prevent accidents.

Rear Cross-traffic Collision-avoidance Assist (RCCA) 

& Reverse Parking Collision-avoidance Assist (PCA)✽

Blind-spot View Monitor (BVM)

LFA helps to keep the center of the lane, while HDA helps the vehicle to maintain 

a safe distance from the car in front while driving on a highway and to keep the 

center of the lane even while driving through a curved section of the road at a 

preset speed.

※ Operation may be limited due to vehicle speed and driving conditions.

Lane Following Assist (LFA) & Highway Driving Assist (HDA)✽

Remote Smart Parking Assist (RSPA)

Helps to drive at safe speeds according to road conditions while driving on a 

highway. Automatically reduces speed before entering a safe speed section or 

a curved section of the road and resumes acceleration to preset speeds after 

passing.

※ Operation may be limited due to vehicle speed and driving conditions.

Navigation-based Smart Cruise Control (NSCC)

Advanced Driver 
Assistance System

✽Virtual images have been used to help viewers' understanding. / Specifications may vary according to the trim, engine and options that are selected.
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Diesel _ Snow White Pearl (SWP) / Specifications may vary according to the trim, seating capacity, engine and options that are selected.

Style is the most definitive way to express one's individuality, taste, and lifestyle.

Sorento conveys refinement through strong, simple, straight lines, fine taste through attentive details,

and an active lifestyle through iconic features. To me, Sorento is the epitome of self-expression.

BORDERLESS STYLE
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Specifications may vary according to the trim, engine and options that are selected.

Using black for boldness and a grand presence

Roof rack

20" black alloy wheel

Upper molding of the radiator grille

Surround molding

Front door side garnish

Upper molding of the radiator grille Roof rack Surround moldingFront door side garnish Exclusive Gravity leather seat20" black alloy wheel 

(Diesel / gasoline)

T-GDI _ Snow White Pearl (SWP)

Hybrid _ Runway Red (CR5)
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Radiator grille

Bulb rear combination lamp LED rear combination lamp

LED headlamp

LED fog lamp

Projection LED headlamp

Hidden rear wiper

Leather Gear knob

8" display audio

Supervision cluster (4.2" color TFT LCD)

Voice recognition vehicle control

Air purification system (with micro dust sensor)

Seat belt height adjuster 
(embossed, 2nd row : 5- and 7-seater models)

Front row seat ventilation system & Front and rear seat warmer✽

Multifunctional, double-sided folding luggage mat

Equipment

Seat variations (7-seater)

Wheel choice Seat variation

18" full finish wheel

17" full finish wheel

20" sputtering wheel

19" full finish wheel

Diesel / Gasoline wheel

Hybrid wheel

✽Virtual images have been used to help viewers' understanding. / Specifications may vary according to the trim, engine and options that are selected.

Side step Rear seat entertainment system Built-in air purifier

Brake package (Brake disk / Caliper / Low steel pad / 20" full finish wheel) Suspension package (Shock absorber / Spring)

※ The built-in air purifier and 20" full finish front wheel can be purchased separately through the Kia Members or Car & Life Mall websites. Warranties are provided independently by the manufacturers. 

    For details, please refer to the manufacturers' warranty upon making the purchase.
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Snow White Pearl (SWP)

Mineral Blue (M4B)

Platinum Graphite (ABT)

Essence Brown (BE2) _ Diesel only

Aurora Black Pearl (ABP)

Exterior ColorsInterior Colors

※ Texture and shape of synthetic leather seats may vary according to the specifications that are selected. / Leather upholstery uses a combination of genuine and synthetic leathers.

The image above corresponds to the 7-seater model.

Black interior (Diesel / Gasoline)

Quilted Nappa leather Leather

The image above corresponds to the 5-seater model.

Saddle Brown interior

Navy Gray interior (Hybrid only)

Quilted Nappa leather

Leather

(gravity 0nly)

Leather

(gravity 0nly)

Leather

(gravity 0nly)Quilted Nappa leather

Leather

Leather

Synthetic leather

Synthetic leather

Synthetic leather

The image above corresponds to the gravity 6-seater model.

Runway Red (CR5) _ Gasoline / Hybrid
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Kia Connect is Kia's connected car service for wireless navigation updates, smartphone-based remote vehicle control, and emergency alerts for a safer and more convenient vehicle usage experience.

Cool or heat the interior of the car remotely in advance 

using a smartphone.

Emergency assistance through the UVO center in the 

event of an airbag deployment or roadside emergency 

(24/7, 365 days).

Vehicle maintenance services such as breakdown 

diagnosis, driving information, and wireless updates.

Optimal route guidance using real-time traffic information.

Maintenance NavigationRemote control Safety and security

Dimension

1,647

1,900

1,637

1,695(1,70
0
)

2,815

4,810

※ Wheel tread : Corresponds to 20” tires / Overall height : “(   )” includes the roof rack   Units: mm

Technical data
※ Wheel tread : Corresponds to 17”/18”/19”/20” tires / “(   )” includes the roof rack   Units: mm

Overall length

Overall width

Overall height

Wheelbase

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Wheel tread 
front (mm)

rear (mm)

Displacement

Max. power

Max. torque

Max. tire size

Brake

Suspension

(cc)

(ps/rpm)

(kgf.m/rpm)

front / rear

front / rear

4,810

1,900

1,695(1,700)

2,815

1,651 / 1,646 / 1,646 / 1,637

1,661 / 1,656 / 1,656 / 1,647

Ventilated disc / Disc Ventilated disc / Ventilated disc

MacPherson Strut / Multi-link

2,151

194 / 3,800

45.0 / 1,750~2,750

255 / 45R20

2,497

281 / 5,800

43.0 / 1,700~4,000

255 / 45R20

1,598

235 / 55R19

180 / 5,500

27.0 / 1,500~4,500

44.2 kW

264 Nm

Electric
motor

SpecificationsSORENTO Smartstream D2.2 Smartstream G2.5 T-GDI Smartstream Turbo HybridSpecifications

2,151

2,151

2,151

2,151

2,151

2,151

2,151

2,497

2,497

2,497

2,497

2,497

2,497

1,598

1,598

1,598

1,598

1,598

1,755(5-seater) / 1,785(6-seater) / 1,800(7-seater)

1,755(5-seater) / 1,785(6-seater) / 1,800(7-seater)

1,770(5-seater) / 1,800(6-seater) / 1,815(7-seater)

1,820(5-seater)

1,820(5-seater)

1,850(6-seater) / 1,865(7-seater)

1,835(5-seater) / 1,865(6-seater) / 1,885(7-seater)

1,700(5-seater)

1,700(5-seater)

1,740(6-seater) / 1,750(7-seater)

1,720(5-seater) / 1,760(6-seater) / 1,770(7-seater)

1,765(5-seater) / 1,805(6-seater) / 1,815(7-seater)

1,785(5-seater) / 1,825(6-seater) / 1,835(7-seater)

1,775(5-seater) / 1,805(6-seater) / 1,815(7-seater)

1,775(5-seater) / 1,805(6-seater) / 1,815(7-seater)

1,790(5-seater) / 1,820(6-seater) / 1,830(7-seater)

1,835(5-seater) / 1,865(6-seater) / 1,875(7-seater)

1,850(5-seater) / 1,880(6-seater) / 1,890(7-seater)

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream Wet 8DCT

Smartstream 6AT

Smartstream 6AT

Smartstream 6AT

Smartstream 6AT

Smartstream 6AT

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

2

2

3

3

134

135

139

140

145

145

150

153

154

159

164

168

175

106

108

115

120

124

Displacement
(cc)

Unladen vehicle weight
(kg)

Model ClassTransmission

16.4

16.2

15.8

15.6

15.3

15.3

14.7

12.9

12.7

12.4

11.8

11.8

11.1

14.2

14.0

13.4

13.0

12.3

Highway
(km/ℓ)

12.7

12.6

12.3

12.3

11.8

11.8

11.5

9.8

9.8

9.5

9.3

9.0

8.8

16.3

15.9

15.1

14.3

14.0

City
(km/ℓ)

14.1

14.0

13.7

13.6

13.1

13.1

12.8

11.0

10.9

10.6

10.3

10.0

9.7

15.3

15.0

14.3

13.7

13.2

Combined
(km/ℓ)

Fuel efficiency and 
class reported to the 
government

2WD, 18" tires

2WD, 18" tires (built-in camera)

2WD, 20" tires

4WD, 18" tires

4WD, 18" tires (built-in camera)

4WD, 18" tires

4WD, 20" tires

2WD, 18" tires

2WD, 18" tires (built-in camera)

2WD, 18" tires

2WD, 20" tires

4WD, 18" tires

4WD, 20" tires

2WD, 17" tires

2WD, 17" tires (built-in camera)

2WD, 19" tires

4WD, 17" tires

4WD, 19" tires

2.2 diesel

2.5 T-GDI

2.2 Turbo Hybrid

Combined CO2 
 emissions (g/km)
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Stream music inside the vehicle without the need of 

a smart phone (paid service)

Music streaming service

※ Kia Connect is the new name for UVO, Kia’s connected car service.    ※ For more information, visit Kia Connect's customer service center in Kakao Talk (search for "기아 커넥트" through the search window and befriend).    

※ Complimentary 5-year basic service upon initial enrollment following the purchase of a vehicle and additional complimentary 5-year light service (SOS emergency dispatch, automatic notification of airbag deployment, monthly reports, traffic information).    

※ Music streaming is an additional service that requires the purchase of a Kia Connect streaming data plan and a subscription to a music streaming service such as Melon or Genie Music.
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